
Amundyr the Cursed Print and Play Rules v1.0
Thank you for downloading this P&P! The Kickstarter for The Red Dragon Inn 6: Villians is live until De-
cember 15th 2016! You can catch up on all the excitement (and pledge for a reward copy while you’re 
at it) at the QR code to the left. The following rules are for playtesting the RDI6 character Amundyr the 
Cursed. To play this character you will need the 40 card character deck (attached to these rules) as well 
as 12 tokens to represent her “SCARABS”.

If you have any feedback for the character, please let us know at the other QR code to the right!

Amundyr the Cursed brings the party with her, and by “party” we mean “a hat full of giant flesh-eat-
ing scarabs!” Many of Amundyr’s card effects give players one or more scarabs. To do this, she gives the 
indicated number of scarab tokens to that player, who keeps the tokens in front of them. These tokens 
represent flesh-eating insects picking at the other players, causing damage over time. Amundyr’s supply 
of scarabs is limited to 12, so if a card would give out scarabs but she doesn’t have any left, she doesn’t 
give any out. Similarly, if a card that gives out multiple scarabs would exhaust her supply, she gives out 
as many as she can. NOTE: Once a scarab is assigned to a player, Amundyr cannot reassign it to another 
player.

At the end of a player’s turn, if that player has at least one scarab, they lose a Fortitude and discard a 
scarab, returning it to Amundyr. NOTE: Even if a player has multiple scarab tokens, they still only lose one 
Fortitude and discard one scarab token. Fortitude loss from a scarab counts as though it were an Action 
Card played by Amundyr. As a result, players may reduce or Ignore that damage with a Sometimes Card 
that can affect such Action Cards. If a player reduces or Ignores Fortitude loss from a scarab at the end of 
their turn, they still discard the scarab token that would have damaged them.

Hit-Backs: You may respond to Fortitude loss from a scarab with a “hit-back” card, punching Amun-
dyr in the face for what her scarabs are doing to you.

Scarabs are her friends...: Amundyr herself may never be affected by scarab tokens. If she would 
be assigned one it instead stays in her supply.

Wulfric: Wulfric’s mood changes after Kaylin suffers damage from scarabs. If Wulfric is feeling “Play-
ful” Amundyr loses 1 Fortitude when Kaylin suffers scarab damage. NOTE: Kaylin would be losing 2 
Fortitude in this situation.

Pooky: If a scarab causes Pooky to lose Fortitude, his mood gets worse.

Power Jinx: Natyli’s Power Jinx tokens have no affect on scarab tokens, however they can mess with 
how many scarabs a player will get.

Gizmos: Gizmos cannot receive scarab tokens. Much like Natyli’s debuffs, if a card would give a 
Gizmo a scarab, it instead goes to Wrench (which can be a LOT of scarabs if the card is “Ah-choo!”).

Elimination and Scarabs: Any scarab tokens in front of a player who is eliminated return to Amun-
dyr’s supply. If Amundyr is eliminated, her scarabs persist and continue to cause damage to the play-
ers who have them. Even an incapacitated mummy is still cursed with mummy rot! NOTE: scarabs do 
not prevent a player from winning, even if that player would eventually lose to them. If the last player 
standing has one or more scarabs, they still win the game (and seek medical attention immediately).

Check out the Kickstarter Campaign 
by scanning this QR code or going to:

https://goo.gl/ovsCLF 

Leave us Feedback for Amundyr by scanning 
this QR code or go to:

https://goo.gl/forms/MVV6F6mkpk2RbJ1R2












